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President’s Message from Patrice Mire
Hello Everyone!
Hello Everyone!
Have you registered for this year’s conference?!?! The conference is less than a month away,
but you still have time to register!! As a reminder, the conference will be held November 4th and
5th at the Raising Cane’s River Center in Baton Rouge. October 25th is the pre-registration
deadline. Online credit card payments will continue to be accepted until October 25, 2019. After
this date, cash, check, or P.O. payments for registration can no longer be mailed in and will only
be accepted during check-in at the conference at the On-site Registration desk. Click here to
register! If you have not made your hotel reservations yet, time is running out! The Holiday Inn
is SOLD OUT and the deadline to book with Hilton is October 20th. The deadline to order Grabn-Go lunches is October 18th. Also, please do not forget to download the Guidebook app before
coming to conference so you can stay in touch with other participants and get the latest
conference information.
We are pleased to announce that Page Keeley, NSTA President 2008-09 and leading NSTA author, will be presenting two
concurrent sessions at the conference. On Monday, November 4th from 2:40 pm – 3:30 pm she will be presenting
“Uncovering K-5 Student Ideas about Familiar Phenomena” and on Tuesday, November 5th from 9:00 am – 9:50 am she
will be presenting ”Uncovering 6-12 Student Ideas about Familiar Phenomena.” Page is a very dynamic speaker that brings
a wealth of experience to her talks. You definitely do not want to miss her presentations!!
While at the conference, be sure to attend the exhibit showcase where more than 70 exhibitors will be on han
d to speak with participants! Please join us Monday from 12:00 pm – 1:30 pm for the exhibits showcase. This year’s
event is being sponsored by Carolina Biological and is open to all participants. The Carolina Biological Social and Reception
will mark the official kick-off of the 2019 LATM/LSTA Conference. A big “thank you” to Visit Baton Rouge, McGraw Hill, and
the Louisiana Art and Science Museum for also agreeing to sponsor our conference. It is not too late to join the list of
conference sponsors!
If you are interested in sponsoring this year’s conference, please contact me at
patricemire16@gmail.com.
Monday afternoon at the conference, LSTA will recognize this year’s award winners at the LATM/LSTA Awards Ceremony.
It is scheduled to be held at 5:00 pm in the auditorium at the Louisiana Art and Science Museum. Immediately following
the awards ceremony, LSTA will host its general meeting for its members and welcome its new members to the board
including LSTA’s new president, Dr. Shauna LeBlanc.
On that note, I would like to thank you for giving me the opportunity to serve as LSTA president for the past two years. It
has been an honor and a privilege to represent the science educators of our great state. I would also like to thank the
members of the board for all of the time and dedication they have given to our organization. It has been wonderful working
with you!!
Continue to get the latest news and science information from
our
web
site
and
our
Facebook
and
Twitter pages. Again, thank you and please let us know how LSTA can help you! See you at the conference!
Yours in SCIENCE EDUCATION,
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LATM/LSTA Math and Science Conference

Enjoy LASM for Free
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LATM/LSTA Math and Science Conference Sponsors
LATM and LSTA would like to thank McGraw Hill, Carolina Bilogical Supply, Louisiana Art & Science Museum, and Visit
Baton Rouge for their conference sponsorship. For more information about how you can support our math and science
teachers by becoming a conference sponsor, please contact Patrice Mire or Tricia Fos.
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Page Keeley- Special Guest/ Extended Scession Speaker
Page Keeley retired from the Maine Mathematics and Science
Alliance (MMSA) where she was the Senior Science Program
Director for 16 years, directing projects and developing
resources in the areas of leadership, professional development,
linking standards and research on learning, formative
assessment, and mentoring and coaching. She has been the PI
and Project Director of 3 National Science Foundationfunded
projects. In addition to NSF projects, she directed state MSP
projects. She founded and directed the Maine Governor’s
Academy for Science and Mathematics Education Leadership, a
replication of the National Academy for Science Education
Leadership of which she is a Fellow. Currently she provides
consulting services to school districts and organizations
throughout the U.S. on building teachers’ and school districts’
capacity to use diagnostic and formative assessment. She is a
frequent invited speaker on formative assessment in science and
mathematics. Ms. Keeley taught middle and high school science
for 15 years before leaving the classroom in 1996. At that time,
she was an active teacher leader at the state and national level.
She served two terms as President of the Maine Science
Teachers Association and District II NSTA Director. She received
the Presidential Award for Excellence in Secondary Science
Teaching in 1992, the Milken National Distinguished Educator Award in 1993, the AT&T Maine Governor’s Fellow in 1994,
the National Staff Development Council’s Susan Loucks-Horsley Award for Leadership in Science and Mathematics
Professional Development in 2009, and the National Science Education Leadership Association’s Outstanding Leadership
in Science Education Award in 2013. In her spare time when not enjoying her grandchildren Page gardens at her homes
in Florida and Rhode Island and enjoys cooking, traveling, photography, and food blogging.

Conference Hotel Information
Hilton Baton Rouge Capitol Center 201 Lafayette Street Baton Rouge,
La 70801 To make reservations: Call 1-800-995- 6962 OR 1-225-3445866 Group Code: LSMT OR visit the link below. Rate: $119/night
Valet Parking: $25 Book by October 13th to guarantee rate.
https://www.hilton.com/en/hi/groups/personalized/B/BTRCPHFLSMT20191103/index.jhtml?WT.mc_id=POG
Rate: $119/night Valet Parking: $25
Book by October 13th to guarantee rate.
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Grab-n-Go Lunches
Past evaluations found the offer of Grab-n-Go lunches to be greatly appreciated by conference participants. As a result,
we will again provide that opportunity. The Committee understands you do not want to miss anything during the day on
Tuesday. When registering conference goers will have their choice of four box lunches, all at the state rate lunch price.
You will be able to select, pay and have the lunch shown as part of your registration cost. For those who pay in advance
for their lunch, the meal will be picked up in the Convention Center and after “grabbing” their lunch teachers can “go on” to
the next session on their agenda without missing a beat. There will be no need to get a car out of the parking garage (and
have to repay when returning), no worry about the weather (will it be raining at lunch
time), a perfect convenience if you want to have lunch and visit the exhibits, continue
attending sessions or sit with one of the colleagues you see each year at conference time.
Grab-n-Go Lunch options: All options are $14.00 (state rate lunch allowance) and come
with your choice of a 12 oz. soft drink or a bottled water.
1. Honey Ham and Swiss on Sourdough Bun with lettuce, tomato along with chips and
cookie.
2. Smoke Turkey and American cheese on Ciabatta Bun with lettuce and tomato along
with chips and cookie
3. Chef Salad- ham, turkey, cheddar, swiss, hardboiled egg, lettuce, tomato, Italian
dressing, whole fruit and cookie
4. Chicken Caesar Salad- Romaine Lettuce, Garlic Croutons, Shaved Parmesan Cheese,
Grilled Chicken and Caesar Dressing with cookie

State Finalists for Presidential Awards Honored at Luncheon
A luncheon was held at the Louisiana Governor’s Mansion on September 24, 2019, to recognize State Finalists for the
Presidential Awards for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching. Claudia Suazo, 2016 Presidential Awardee in
mathematics, addressed the group. The 2019 State Finalists for science are
Paula Callender
Natchitoches Central High School
Natchitoches, LA
Robert Gallant
Greenacres Middle School
Bossier City, LA
Cecelia Gillam
Hahnville High School
Boutte, LA
State Finalists represent the most outstanding teachers Louisiana has to offer and serve as both a model and an
inspiration to students and fellow teachers. Application packets of State Finalists have been submitted for national review.
Teachers who are selected as PAEMST awardees receive a trip to Washington, D.C., where they attend a series of
recognition events and professional development opportunities. They also get a $10,000 award from the National Science
Foundation and a Presidential certificate.
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Regional News
 Region I 
There was a September Greater New Orleans Science and Engineering Fair (GNOSEF) teacher workshop held at
Tulane University by the Tulane Center for K-12 STEM Education under the direction of Dr. Michelle Sanchez. The
session was led by Drs. Sanchez, Nancy Hopkins, and Erica Smith of Tulane along with Dr. Janell Simpson and
Andrea Walker, retired science teachers. From the intensity in the room and the participant questions there will be
several outstanding student projects this year. The Joe W. and Dorothy Dorsett Brown Foundation supported the
workshop by providing stipends to the participating teachers as they dedicated part of their weekend to preparing to
assist their students in developing projects for the GNOSEF. Lunch and other workshop costs were sponsored by
the lead GNOSEF sponsors: H. Britton Sanderford, the Patrick F. Taylor Foundation, Entergy, and Patty Habeeb
Muehlemann. The 39 teachers heard from Dr. Craig Hood of Loyola University and a group of Sci High students
working with Dr. Hood on his research on bats in Louisiana. Former ISEF participants, Joaquín Gómez from
Benjamin Franklin High School and Alexander Walker from Patrick F. Taylor Science & Technology Academy, now
a Tulane freshman, spoke about their experiences in doing research, participating in the GNOSEF, and having the
opportunity to attend ISEF twice.
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Please submit news for Region 1 to Casey McMann at cmcmann@ppsb.org.

 Region II 
The Varnado High School GEMS (Girls Excited about
Math and Science Club) participants returned to Stennis
Space Center for the fourth time this year to be a part of
GEMS Day. Emphasis was on 2024 Returning to the Moon.
Students engaged in rotations of building a payload module
to drop supplies, testing the module, and designing a
mission patch. They also learned the history of the space
mission to the moon and met with many women on staff at
Stennis. Here they had the opportunity to talk one on one
with them about their careers. The day ended with a fashion
show of the women staffers and the appropriate clothing for
their roles.
.
“Special Saturdays” at the LSU Museum of Natural
Science are STEM programs that focuses on introducing
children and their parents to the world of natural science.
One Saturday a month they focus on a specific topic and
invite experts from within the LSU research community to
give short engaging talks accompanied by hands-on
activities. All programs are FREE and are especially
appropriate for children ages 5-12. Sessions are held in the
exhibit area of the LSU Museum of Natural Science (Foster
Hall) from 10:00am-12:00pm. Upcoming sessions include All
About Penguins (October 19). Email museum@lsu.edu with
your Name, Email, Participant's name(s) & age(s) and the Dates you want to reserve and we will put you on the list.
Ever wonder what lies behind closed doors at the LSU Museum of Natural Science? “Night at the Museum” will give you
a glimpse into the specimen collections and cutting edge research happening at the LSU Museum of Natural Science
“Night at the Museum” is a FREE public event and everyone is welcome to attend. Each “night” we will focus on a specific
LSUMNS research collection (i.e. birds, mammals, fish, etc). Scientists working with that collection will give short
engaging talks about their research and then take guests on a behind the scenes tour* of their focus collection. You will
also have the opportunity to view specimens up close and meet graduate & undergraduate students working at the
museum. Programs will occur 2-3 times a semester on a Thursday from 6-7:30pm (Doors open at 5:30pm). They will
be held in the exhibit area of the LSU Museum of Natural Science (Foster Hall) unless otherwise specified. Light
refreshments will be served. Upcoming sessions include: Birds (October 24) and Mammals (November 14).
In the month of September, the Louisiana Art & Science Museum and the LSU
Center for River Studies (CRS) began welcoming inquisitive 8th-grade
students to participate in The River Dynamics Experience. On their tour of
the CRS, these students investigated a 3-dimensional model of the lower 190
miles of the Mississippi River, one of the most technologically-advanced
models in existence. At the Museum, they explored solutions to real-world
environmental challenges by engaging with a state-of-the-art stream table.
These activities are aligned with the Louisiana Student Standards for
Science. Through a partnership with the Coastal Protection and
Restoration Authority (CPRA), this learning opportunity is available free-ofcharge to 8th-grade students on a first-come, first-served basis. Email
reservations@lasm.org or call 225.344.5272 x 142 to register. Learn more at
lasm.org/ap.
-9-
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Please submit news to your region 2 representative, Bianca Deliberto at bianca.deliberto@zacharyschools.org.
 Region III 
Raquel Ray’s 5th grade students at Caldwell Middle School determined the identity of a mystery substance using the
property of solubility. The saturated the solutions, found the mass, and compared their findings to a solubility chart.
Students in South Terrebonne’s Forensic Science class performed a week
long autopsy on a fetal pig. Students worked as a forensic pathologist to
discover the cause of death of their specific “murdered” pig. At the end of
the activity they submitted an autopsy report where they used evidence to
state the cause of death.
Terrebonne Parish advanced placement and honors environmental
science teachers attended a 2-day training to learn how to implement
Project Resilience. The
project includes a 20-day
curriculum created
by University Corporation
for Atmospheric Research
(UCAR) and South
Louisiana Wetland Discovery Center (SLWDC) where students learn about
their local environment and then determine a solution to a problem on their
school’s campus. Completed projects will completed and shared at the
2020 Wetlands Youth Summit in April. Pictured is UCAR’s, Melissa
Rummel showing teachers how they will setup and use a stream table in
their lesson.
Ninth graders at Vandebilt Catholic
High School in Mrs. Robichaux’s
physical science classes applied their knowledge about friction to compete in the
Bobsled Blitz STEM Challenge.
Students in Tammy Brouillette’s 7th grade science class at Montegut Middle
participated in an Escape Room activity to review proper safety practices in the lab. (

Please submit news for Region 3 to Tammy Brouillette at tammybrouillette@tpsd.org.
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 Region IV 
Please submit news for Region 4 to Breyone Carter at bscarter@lpssonline.com.

 Region V 
108 members of the FFA program from Vinton High School attended the LSU FFA Day on Saturday, September 13. The
students placed 1st and 3rd in the Ag Olympics. They also met with numerous agriculture stakeholders and leaders from
across the state.

Mrs. Miller’s 4th grade Science students at Prien Lake Elementary are learning about fossils. The students carefully
worked through their experiments to locate the fossil and identify the remains using a chart.
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LeBlanc Middle School had signage installed for their
CITGO Innovation Academy entrance on September
25.
S.P. Arnett Middle School thanks Rusty Goss for
donating a fossilized Ammonite found in Rankin, TX. It
will be used for geologic time scale lessons.

LeBlanc Middle School models life science
lessons with a giant classroom sized plant cell.
College Oaks Elementary STEM Lab officially
open. All of their students have new
opportunities thanks to partnership between CPSB and Shell. Thanks to all that made it happen.
Please submit news for Region 5 to Darrell McDaniel at darrell.mcdaniel@cpsb.org.

 Region VI 
Native Fish in the Classroom (NFC), a multidisciplinary, aquaculture stewardship project for 6th – high school students,
are beginning their school year by setting up their classroom nursery tanks to be ready for the paddlefish eggs in the
spring. Over 20 schools throughout Louisiana are involved with this program from the Shreveport area to New Orleans.
For more information please contact Angela Capello at acapello@wlf.la.gov.
Caroline Dormon Jr. High students sifted through beach sand to collect nurdles and extracted
microbeads from facial cleansers demonstrating the effects and extent plastics have invaded
society. They also created flyers to educate and involve
the community in a public beach cleanup at Indian
Creek Tuesday, Nov. 12 from 9-10am. The data
collected will be sent to two global companies for
research purposes.
Rosenthal Montessori, in Alexandria, has recently
created a STEM program labeled Innovation Station.
Students from grades Pre-K through Sixth attend the
Innovation Station once a week, where they take part in various STEM related
activities. Since it has been implemented, students have expressed a renewed
interest in science.
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Congratulations to Paula Callender for being named a state finalist for the Presidential Award for Excellence in
Mathematics and Science Teaching. Mrs. Callender, a biology at Natchitoches Central High School, was named a finalist
with along with two other outstanding educators. To nominate a K-6 educator please visit paemst.org.
]

Please submit news for Region 6 to Pierre LaCaze at pierre.lacaze@rpsb.us.

Region VII 
Middle and high schools students form Region 7 enjoyed a day of Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Math
(STEAM) at the 9th Annual DigiFest Educational Conference. Students had an opportunity to experience the latest in
digital arts, coding, digital music, augmented reality, gaming, music, robotics and drones. Industry professionals were on
hand to show students firsthand the latest advancements in technology. DigiFest is an annual event sponsored by the
Bossier Arts council that features a digital art competition, game development competition, STEAM education fair, and a
digital music outdoor concert.

Please submit news for Region 7 to Jeff Holcomb at jeffreygholcomb@gmail.com.
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 Region VIII 
Cathi Cox-Boniol (Lincoln Parish Schools) and Diane Madden (Louisiana Tech University) traveled to Lafayette to
work with the district’s middle grades teachers through OpenSciEd training. Missy Wooley (Lincoln Parish Schools)
worked with both elementary and middle grades teachers in Lincoln Parish to reinforce PhD and OpenSciEd curricula
and protocols.
Cathi and Missy hosted one the regional trainings for the national
You Be the Chemist Challenge at the district’s new STEM
facility. Staff from the Chemical Educational Foundation was on
site to work with challenge organizers from across Louisiana as
they prepare for this year’s new event format and guidelines.
Cathi and Missy also made a trip to Digifest 2019 in Bossier City
to research further ideas for programming within the district’s
new STEM Center. Cathi began a yearlong online Safety MicroBadging professional development series offered through the International Technology and Engineering Educators
Association while she and Missy completed development of a four-course Integrated STEM series in partnership with
Louisiana Tech University SciTEC and ITEEA.
Cathi presented three Essential Elements Workshops for the UTeachTech
classes to help further prepare them for the development of learning experiences
using the 5E model of the learning cycle. Cathi also served as a reviewer for the
2019-20 Quality Science and Mathematics (QSM) Grant submissions. After more
than two years of planning and development, the new Lincoln Parish STEM
Center officially opened with Missy offering the first STEM experiences within the
facility to the special education students at Ruston High School with experiences
focused on the human body and health.
Please submit news to your
region 8 representative,
Laura Malone at lauramalone@opsb.net
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Professional Development Opportunities and Resources
Science Leaders’ Corner
Are you a district science supervisor, science content specialist, school master teacher, Teacher Leader or science
coach? If so consider becoming a member of LASL. Based on the Frameworks for K-12 Science Education and the LSSS
the way science educators approach the teaching and learning process and the use of tools and resources to improve
science teaching and learning has shifted. To receive more information on the association contact Julie’ DuBois at
judubois@iberia.k12.la.us.
Louisiana Association of Science Leaders (LASL)
LASL is pleased to announce that Page Keeley, NSTA President 2008-09 and leading NSTA
author, will present a leadership extended session at the 2019 Joint Math Science Conference in
Baton Rouge on Monday, November 4th for leaders in science education. This short course will
address how science coordinators and teacher leaders can support others in implementing
science formative assessment probes and classroom techniques that help teachers understand
what their students are thinking and use the information to make better instructional decisions.
Mark your calendar and conference schedule now.
https://lsta.info/annual-conference
Resources for science leaders:
The STEM Teaching Tools website (http://stemteachingtools.org/tools) has tools to assist teacher in implementation of 3Dimensional science instruction. There is a wealth of support found with two different services. First there are 60 Practice
Briefs which are focused on a specific issue and leverages the best knowledge from research and practice. The program
provides a great sorting tool to help determine which set of Briefs are available to address topics like Assessment,
Engineering, Informal Education or Instruction. There is also a selection of Professional Development Session Open
Source Educational Resources (OER). The team started with PD focused on supporting 3D formative assessment. The
PD Session materials include all of the resources that PD facilitators need to adapt and run the sessions—including
slides, speaker notes, facilitator guide, and embedded resources. Following the success of the first PD session several
others have been completed through the Acesse Project. https://twitter.com/AcesseProject
STEMposium
Be thinking about the STEMposium coming to New Orleans January 23-24, 2020. This event will be held at the brand new
World War II Higgins Hotel. The STEMposium is for school and district leaders who want to create a sustainable
ecosystem for STEM education. Energize your local initiative. Dr Rodger Bybee will be the lead presenter for this
event to advance STEM education. Dr Bybee was the Executive Director of BSCS for many years and is widely identified
for the 5-E Instructional Model. New Orleans is one of only three sites for this event.
https://www.stemscopes.com/stemposium/Dr

Registration for Toshiba/NSTA ExploraVision Is Open
Student teams compete in groups based on their grade levels: primary (K–3), upper elementary (4–6), middle level (7–9)
and high school (10–12). There are two finalist phases to the competition—regional and national. In the regional phase,
the 24 winning teams from six regions across the United States and Canada will receive a Toshiba-branded laptop for
their school, and each member of the team will receive additional prizes.
Registration for Toshiba/NSTA ExploraVision Is Open
Registration is now open for the Toshiba/NSTA ExploraVision competition, launching the 28th year of the world's largest
K-12 science competition! Student participants will have a chance to win a number of great prizes, including $10,000 U.S.
Series EE Saving Bonds (at maturity). Learn more and register by February 10, 2020.
https://www.exploravision.org/
-15-
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Louisiana Art & Science Museum

Weekend Group Sessions Available for BASF Kids’ Lab at LASM

BASF Kids’ Lab at the Louisiana Art & Science Museum provides a variety of engaging, hands-on chemistry workshops
for students ages 6-12 and their accompanying adults. Exciting experiments include The pHun Factor, Sink or Float,
Playful Polymers, and more!
Sponsored by BASF and offered every second and fourth weekend of the month, these 45-minute workshops are perfect
for visits to the Museum by STEM clubs, scout troops, and weekend extracurricular trips. Groups of 15+ visitors enjoy a
discounted general admission rate, which includes gallery experiences, BASF Kids’ Lab, and unlimited planetarium
shows.
More information available at lasm.org/events.
To schedule a group reservation, email reservations@lasm.org.
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Framework for Leading NGSS Implementation
An excellent resource for districts, is available at
https://www.wested.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Framework-for-Leading-NGSS-Implementation.pdf

Free NGSS-Designed Curriculum Available!
SCALE Science Website is Live

Teacher Institute for Evolutionary Science (TIES)
The purpose of the Teacher Institute for Evolutionary Science (TIES) is to familiarize interested science teachers with the
concepts of natural selection, common ancestry, and diversity in order for them to confidently cover the topics in their
classrooms and fulfill their curriculum requirements. TIES introduces teachers to the most important points of evolution
and natural selection with a focus on the amazing advances of genetics. The success of TIES depends upon providing
ready-to-use resources that teachers can begin to use immediately. Participating teachers or student teachers leave our
workshops with presentation slides, labs, guided reading assignments, an exam, and a valuable resource list for their
lesson plans.
TIES is funded by the Richard Dawkins Foundation for Reason and Science which is a subsidiary of the Center for
Inquiry. School Districts wanting to in-service or provide professional development for their teachers can contact me to
set up a workshop. The full workshop usually runs about 3 hours and includes content knowledge presentation on
genetics and evolution, lab simulation and explanations and a walk through of the web page were they can access lots of
free, high quality information, presentations, tests, labs, and activities. Here is a link to the website for your perusal:
https://richarddawkins.net/ties/
If you are interested in becoming a member of this amazing Professional Learning Community as a teacher or scientist,
please take a minute to sign up on the website. If you don’t want to participate, you can still feel free to take what
resources you want and use them in your classroom. Everything that we have is FREE!
You can also follow us on Facebook @RDFRSTIES and Twitter @rdfrsTIES. The links are also on our website.

LSU’s Chem Demo Program
The link below is about LSU's Chem Demo Program a science roadshow run by LSU
https://cen.acs.org/articles/96/i17/Louisiana-State-Universitys-ChemDemo-program.html

New Item Sets added to EAGLE
New item sets have been added to the EAGLE Passage and Item Information section of the appendix of A Teacher’s
Guide to LEAP 360. As new content is added to EAGLE throughout the school year, it will be announced through the
Teacher Leader newsletter and added to the Teacher’s Guide to LEAP 360 Appendix.
Please visit the LEAP 360 page to find out more information about creating tests, adding classes, etc. in Eagle
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Assessment Literacy Modules
Here is a newly developed assessment literacy digital workbook that some may be interested in taking a look at...
http://www.scillsspartners.org/scillss-resources/
One needs to scroll about 3/4 the way down the page to find...

National Geographic Online Educator Certification
Registration for the online Educator Certification program is live. Click here to sign up for the fall cohort. Participants will
complete all three phases of Educator Certification online.
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The Satellites and Weather Teaching Box
This collection of educational resources is designed to help middle school students learn how satellites “see” the
atmosphere and how they help with weather forecasting. Resources in the teaching box are sequenced to help
build student understanding, align with Next Generation Science Standards, and have been reviewed by our team
of educators. The Satellites and Weather Teaching Box is made possible thanks to support from COSMIC and
NOAA.

UCAR Teaching Boxes are collections of classroom-ready and standards-aligned activities, content, and
multimedia that build student understanding of science, technology, engineering, and math. All materials are
freely available online.

NEW: Screening Tools for 3D Science Assessment Tasks
As the science education community focuses on how to assess student learning under new
science standards, the question of how to determine the quality of potential assessment tasks
arises time and again. Today, Achieve is excited to release two new tools intended to assist
educators in evaluating science assessment tasks to determine whether they are designed for
three-dimensional science standards based on the Framework for K-12 Science Education, such
as the Next Generation Science Standards.
The Science Task Prescreen is used to conduct a quick review of assessment tasks to identify any
"red flags" - challenges commonly found in science assessment tasks - and determine whether a
task is worth a more rigorous evaluation.
The Science Task Screener is used to take a deeper dive into evaluating science assessment
tasks. The Screener is organized around four key criteria, each with a set of indicators to help
reviewers determine whether the criteria are met and a set of response forms for gathering and
analyzing evidence, providing suggestions for improvement, and rating the task. The Screener
builds off the criteria in the EQuIP Rubric for Science by more clearly specifying features for the
assessment tasks embedded in lessons and units.
If you have questions or are interested in professional development opportunities related to
evaluating science assessment tasks, please contact ngss@achieve.org. You can also learn more about the broader
science professional learning services that Achieve offers, including support for science tasks, here.
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Miami University’s Project Dragonfly
Earth Expeditions can build toward the Global Field Program (GFP), a master's degree that combines summer field
courses worldwide with web learning communities so that students can complete the GFP master's part-time from
anywhere in the United States or abroad. http://GFP.MiamiOH.edu
Project Dragonfly also offers the Advanced Inquiry Program (AIP) master's degree that combines web instruction from
Miami University with experiential learning and field study through several AIP Master Institutions in the U.S. Applications
for Miami's 2020 cohorts are being accepted now with place-based experiences provided at zoos and botanical gardens
in Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Denver, New York, San Diego, Seattle, and St. Louis. New for 2020: residents of the
Jacksonville, Florida, area can study at Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens, AIP's newest Master Institution, and earn Miami's
AIP master's degree. http://AIP.MiamiOH.edu
Graduate tuition for all programs is greatly reduced because of support from Miami University.

Weather Ready Nation
The National Weather Service (NWS) has always been a wealth of information and resources for educators and those
interested in learning about weather! As you prepare for the upcoming school year, the NWS is launching a Back to
School social media campaign. Educators preparing for the new school
Whether in a traditional or non-traditional learning environment, NOAA has resources and opportunities ready for you!
Explore a wide range of topical material, from the atmosphere to the oceans! noaa.gov/education.
LSTA is proud to serve as a Weather Ready Nation Ambassador

2020 Embrace the Gulf
The Gulf of Mexico provides food, shelter, protection, security, energy, habitat, recreation, transportation, and navigation –
playing an important role in our communities, states, region, and nation. To highlight the value and the vitality of the Gulf
of Mexico region, the Gulf of Mexico Alliance conceived an awareness campaign “Embrace the Gulf” for the entire year
2020. Louisiana members of the working group are BTNEP's own Susan and Alma.
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Educational Facility Planning
The MSBA recognizes the importance of educational programming, especially as it relates to the effective planning,
design, and construction of adaptable school facilities. A comprehensive educational program will help inform school
designs that are responsive to current teaching and learning practices, while providing flexibility to accommodate future
changes in learning environments and educational delivery methods during the useful life of a school facility. To support
districts and consultants in the exploration, development, and evaluation of options for proposed projects, the MSBA
offers the following resources.
Educational Program Requirements
Science Laboratories and STE Learning Spaces Guidelines - NEW!
Assembly Space Adjacencies in Elementary and Middle Schools
Break-Out Spaces in Elementary Schools

FREE Weather Curriculum for Middle School Students
Developed to directly address Next Generation Science Standards, this FREE five-week curriculum unit is designed to
help middle school students understand weather at local, regional, and global scales.

A Clean Energy Film and Curriculum FREE to Teachers Grades 6-12
Watch as Robert Redford’s son James Redford explores the factors driving the transition to clean energy in his feature
documentary HAPPENING. To further engage students, the Redford Center created TEACHING HAPPENING, an
interdisciplinary, modular curriculum developed to work alongside HAPPENING. Click here to watch a short trailer.
Free to teachers, the classroom version of the film runs 50 minutes and the curriculum is aligned with national standards
for grades 6-12 in Science and English. To access your free HAPPENING streaming link and educational curriculum,
click hereᐧ

Save the Date! Add 2020 Louisiana Envirothon to your calendar!
We know you are all excited to get this new school year underway. As you start planning your year, we wanted to make
sure the 2020 Envirothon Competition date was on your calendars. As you know, Envirothon is a fun way for students to
gain a desire to learn more about the natural environment and stewardship of natural resources via a competition with
teams throughout the state.
We want 2020 to be bigger than ever, and we can’t do that without you! Mark your calendars, February 15th, 2020, and
look for more info to come!
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Louisiana History Day at The National WWII Museum
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Nurdle Patrol
The Nurdle Patrol is a citizen science project lead by the Mission-Aransas National Estuarine Research Reserve at the
University of Texas Marine Science Institute in Port Aransas, Texas. They are looking to gather information about where
nurdles are located across Texas and the rest of the Gulf of Mexico, remove the nurdles from the environment, and create
awareness about the nurdle issue.
If you want to participate in collecting data there are instructions and a training video on their website. For more
information visit https://missionaransas.org/nurdle-patrol and/or contact Jace with the information below.
Jace Tunnell
Director, Mission-Aransas National Estuarine
Research Reserve
University of Texas Marine Science Institute
750 Channel View Drive, Port Aransas, TX
78373
Office: 361-749-3046
Cell: 361-244-8665
Email: Jace.Tunnell@austin.utexas.edu
www.missionaransas.org

2020 Louisiana Junior Science & Humanities Symposium
• The Louisiana Junior Science and Humanities Symposium will take place January 18-19, 2020 in
Shreveport/Bossier City. If accepted as a student observer, poster presenter, oral presenter, or teacher
delegate, all hotel expenses for out of town guests 1/17/20 and 1/18/20 evenings and all meals from 1/18/20
morning through 1/19/20 morning are provided. If not out of town guest, then lunch and dinner 1/18 will be
provided.
• JSHS is designed to challenge and engage students (Grades 9-12) in science, technology, engineering or
mathematics (STEM). Individual students compete for scholarships and recognition by presenting the results of
their original research efforts before a panel of judges and an audience of their peers.
• You are encouraged to invite interested students (grades 9-12) to apply to present their research at the 2020
LAJSHS to be held January 18-19, 2020 in Shreveport/Bossier City.
• Teachers who have brought oral and poster presenters in the past may attend and bring up to three observers in
grades 9-11.
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• Teachers who have brought only observers in the past, must sponsor at least one student presenter applicant
(grades 9-12) this year, in order to attend and bring three observers in grades 9-11.
• Teachers who are new to JSHS may attend and bring up to three observers in grades 9-11.
• Student applicants, Teachers and student observers must register by November 15, 2019 to participate in the
2020 LAJSHS
• Information, guidelines, and links to registration (forthcoming) may be found on the LAJSHS page within LSUHS's site at
• https://www.lsuhscshreveport.edu/research/louisiana-junior-science-and-humanities-symposium
• Please pose any questions you have to me at krisclements@gmail.com
I eagerly await the applicants' abstracts and papers and teachers' and observers' registrations.

FY20 Gulf of Mexico B-WET Funding Opportunity Now Available
The NOAA Fisheries Southeast Regional Office is now seeking proposals under the Gulf of Mexico Bay-Watershed
Education and Training (Gulf B-WET) Program. The full FY20 Notice of Funding Opportunity can be found
at Grants.gov under funding opportunity number NOAA-NMFS-SE-2020-2006202, or at the following direct
link: https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=321074.
Applicants should apply through Grants.gov. Applications must be received by 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time on November 29,
2019 to be considered for funding.
NOAA's B-WET program funds locally relevant, authentic experiential learning for K-12 audiences through Meaningful
Watershed Educational Experiences (MWEEs). MWEEs are multi‐stage activities that include learning both outdoors and
in the classroom and aim to increase understanding and stewardship of watersheds and related ocean, coastal, riverine,
estuarine, and Great Lakes ecosystems. Specifically, Gulf B-WET funding is provided:
• To support student investigation of environmental topics and issues, and to support students in identifying actions
to address those issues, enabling them to protect and restore watersheds and related ocean and coastal
ecosystems,
• To support high quality professional development for teachers allowing them to gain confidence in the value of
MWEEs and strategies for conducting MWEEs with students, and/or
• New for FY20! To support implementation of systemic MWEEs which reach the entire student population in one
or more grades within a school district.
Please see the FY20 Gulf B-WET Notice of Funding Opportunity for all application and program details. Learn more at
the Gulf B-WET web pages.
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Full -time Marine Educator Position at LUMCON
The Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium (LUMCON) is seeking to fill a full-time position within Louisiana's largest
informal marine education program. The position is based at the DeFelice Marine Center in Cocodrie,
Louisiana. LUMCON's purpose is to enable the next generation of marine scientists and ocean literate citizens. We will
reach this goal by providing meaningful and relevant place-base and skill-based experiences for all visitors, while aiming
to have significant impacts on Louisiana’s diverse citizenry including those populations underrepresented and
underserved in marine science.
The role of the Marine Education Associate/Assistant is to support, facilitate, and ensure high quality experiences for all
visitors within the LUMCON Marine Education Program. This includes leading field, lab, and classroom activities for a
wide variety of audiences at the DeFelice Marine Center and off-site field locations.
CLICK HERE for more position details and information.
To apply send
• letter of interest,
• curriculum vitae
• and three relevant references
to Murt Conover, LUMCON Associate Director of Education & Outreach
mconover@lumcon.edu

Opportunity to Partner with NEEF on New Environmental Education Program
The Samsung Climate Superstars Challenge will take place from October 21 to 31 and is aimed at middle school
students (grades 6-9). Registration opens on October 14. Classrooms that complete a set number of tasks during this
period will be entered into a drawing to win free tablets, courtesy of Samsung.
By participating in the Climate Superstars Challenge, we believe students will not only become more environmentally
conscious, they will learn the value of working together to tackle the complex ecological issues of the future. And a
handful of new tablets will certainly make a positive impact on student engagement in the classroom!
I spoke recently with Debra Shapiro at the NSTA, and she suggested reaching out to your organization could make a
tremendous impact on the visibility and viability of this program. If you are interested, please help us spread the word in
one of the following ways:
Share Contest Information and Important Dates in Your Newsletter/Communications
Please share the attached contest flyers with your organization and its members. Below is a text version of the contest
description if you are having difficulty opening the attachments:
Be a Climate Superstar and win tablets for your classroom!
Think your students have what it takes to tackle the 2019 Climate Superstars Challenge? This 10-day online
environmental challenge will get kids excited about the environment and teach them the value of collaboration. If your
classroom completes at least 7 of 9 total tasks, you’ll have the chance to win five Samsung Galaxy Tablets with ENERGY
STAR® certification!
Who Can Enter?
US middle school teachers (grades 6-9).*
How Does it Work?
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Register your class online and visit the Climate Superstars portal each school day during the contest period to discover
your daily task and record your activities.
What Are Tasks?
Tasks are short learning activities, roughly 10-15 minutes each, and may include taking a quiz about energy use or
answering questions about local climate.
How Do I Win?
You will earn one point for each completed task. Classrooms that earn at least 7 points—INCLUDING taking the ENERGY
STAR® Pledge—by midnight on October 31 will be entered into a drawing for five free tablets, courtesy of Samsung. 20
classes will be awarded!
Important dates:
·
Registration – October 14
·
Contest Start – October 21
·
Contest End – October 31
·
Winners Announced – November 4
Notify me when registration opens!
*Climate Superstars is open only to legal residents of the fifty (50) United States and the District of Columbia, who are
twenty-one (21) years of age or older and currently employed as a full-time teacher/educator in a public Middle School,
grades 6-9, including State or Federally Funded Expanded Learning Programs and Charter Schools that are 50 percent or
more publicly funded. Limit one (1) registration per person.
Help Promote the Climate Superstars Challenge on Social Media
·
Follow our Facebook page and like/share our posts about the Climate Superstars Challenge
·
Post on social media using the hashtag #ClimateSuperstars – here is a sample social media post to help
you get started:
Want to win FREE Samsung tablets for your classroom while teaching your students about the environment? Register for
the Samsung #ClimateSuperstars Challenge, in partnership with @NEEFusa and EPA’s @ENERGYSTAR! Visit our
website for more info: https://www.neefusa.org/climatesuperstars
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2019 Super Science Saturday
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LSTA Membership / Change of Address Form
Membership Dues (Check one box.)
1 year membership $15.00
3 year membership $40.00
Full Time Student - 1 year membership $10.00

Name: ____________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: _____________________________________________________________________
*** Email must be provided to receive correspondences from LSTA (including the LASER)***

Check here if you are interested in receiving the science E-blast!
Alternative Email Address: _____________________________________________________________

Parish: __________________________________ School: ___________________________________
Preferred Mailing Address (Check one box):

Home

Work

School

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
Contact Phone: _____________________________________________________________________
***Helpful when serving on committees (not required)***

Print and mail form with dues to:
LSTA Membership
Attention: Nathan Cotten
P.O. Box 5097
Houma, LA 70361
ALL CHECKS SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO: LSTA
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